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. Sep 12, 2014 . A one time upgrade fee of $45 is charged when you upgrade with a. .. try
livechatting or calling and asking to get it waived, if you don't get . 12-10-2013, 11:24 PM #2 just
ask. ask before you buy. if that doesn't work call and ask for a credit a few days after you buy.. I
have had one sprint store tell me there is NO activation fee on the Galaxy Tab 3, and in
another, . Store personnel can't waive the upgrade fee unless its some special promotion going
on.. Last edited by prjkthack; 08-08-2013 at 11:04 PM.No upgrade fee for line w/smartphone
purchased on AT&T Next prior to 8/1/15. Waiver of fee subj. Jul 2, 2013 . Don't ever pay full price
at your favorite stores.Oct 7, 2012 . Mar 18, 2013 are you sure? i've had friends who've had the
fee waived before simply by being an AT&T wireless and have always said that premier
members aren't charged an upgrade fee and then a couple of months . Oct 2, 2012 . If I'm
correct, Verizon Wireless doesn't charge an upgrade fee. I suspect that this. .. 1, 2013, AT&T
has made it standard policy not to waive the . Sep 6, 2013 . Furthermore, I was told that if I
wanted to save the activation fee. While I would have liked the waiver, the extra cost itself
wasn't a deal breaker . … on this issue? Last edited by offdahglass; 10-20-2013 at 05:54 PM.. My
AT&T FAN account has all upgrade fees waived. I don't. Never had an upgrade fee that wasn't
waived with my Hospital FAN account. Sent from my . Feb 13, 2012 . Sprint also charges a $36
upgrade fee, and T-Mobile charges $18 for upgrades. Verizon. .. $700 phone sold for $200 with
activation cost waived= $536 loss instantly.. Verizon now charges $30.00 upgrade fee (1026-2013).Sep 28, 2013 . Verizon is Waiving $35 Activation Fees This Weekend. While you'll
still pay a $30 upgrade fee if you are a current customer, new customers shouldn't be charged
the. Previous StoryThis Week in the Life of Droid: 9/27/2013.
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